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Editorial
Kanyana ’69 is different. It has no theme. It 
has no erudite guest writers. It is slimmer.
W e will explain.
It has no theme because Kanyana is the Meeting 
Place where the many themes of writers of several 
nationalities are gathered so that all can read and 
enjoy them for their own value.
It has no erudite guest writers because Kanyana 
is the magazine of International House only, and so 
articles are less learned, more personal, and of 
greater interest to the casual reader.
It is slimmer because we have no money.
W e hope that you will not only enjoy reading 
Kanyana but also learn a little of International 
House and its members.
The Women of
Malaysia
By K. Y. LEONG
The women of Malaysia form a gay kaleidoscope of the 
various races living in this multi-racial country of ours—the 
Chinese, Malays, Indians, Europeans, Eurasians, as well as 
several other ethnic groups. They truly present a colourful 
panorama of a plural society in Malaysia.
Some say love is associated with women, but the men­
tion of women inevitably brings us also to fashion. This is 
most interesting, and a delight for the “bird-watchers” too, 
for in no other part of the world can the observer find such 
a variety of fashions, originating from both East and West 
and worn side by side. You name it—we’ve got it; fashions 
from Carnaby Street, miniskirts, maxi-skirts, cheong sams, 
sarong kebayas, even the topless. Often East and West are 
combined with the ingenuity of the Asian lass with such 
subtlety that the result is neither East nor West but a 
unique, pleasing hybrid.
Your walk through the main roads of the chief towns 
will be rewarded with the sight of Malaysian beauties in 
sleek and elegant cheongsams, sophisticated and exquisite 
sarong kebayas, graceful and essentially feminine saris, as 
well as the latest trends from the modem jet set. The. 
materials used are a treat in themselves— rich brocades, 
hand-printed bateks in vivid colours, the soft, sheer silks 
for saris, exquisite laces and a wide range of synthetics, 
cottons and wools. All this forms a treat for any photo­
graphers.
The women are as diverse as the clothes they wear in 
this never-ending manifestation of feminine vanity. Each 
has the characteristic features of her own individual race— 
the dusky bright-eyed Malay maiden, the classic Indian 
beauty, the sloe-eyed petite Chinese miss, the tall, blonde, 
freckled European. All this is inherent in the Eurasian with 
her fascinating brand of beauty—a unique pleasing combin­
ation of the clear-cut bony features of the Westerner and 
the delicate, more refined features of the Easterner coupled 
with sleek dark hair and a body-build which is the envy of 
all (especially in those body-hugging sarong kebayas).
In the villages or kampongs one can find many examples 
of the simple, natural beauty of the native Malay girls as 
well as the indigenous folk. With their formula of “early 
to bed, early to rise, sunshine and rice” , they are able to 
maintain a fresh, exuberant and vital beauty.
The Malaysian woman is still considered to be highly 
domesticated. However, we have not very far to go before 
the complete emancipation of women in urban areas. The 
equal pay award has already been implemented for women
in the government services. Education is available to all 
with primary education being free. The proportion of girls 
entering the Sixth Form is increasing and girls sometimes 
outnumber boys in the Arts stream. Competition for entrance 
into the University and other colleges is very keen and 
women battle alongside men to show their mettle. As 
elsewhere in the world, women are advancing into fields 
which were previously considered as the men’s domain. 
There are already women who have made it to the top in 
medicine, law, accountancy, business and even engineering. 
These pioneers have paved the way for those less strong- 
willed to follow.
Although some women have successfully combined their 
duties as a good wife and mother with their working careers, 
the trend is for a woman to give up her working career 
on marriage. Usually it is because she prefers to concen­
trate on being a good wife and mother but there are cases 
where the husband feels strongly that the man be the sole 
breadwinner. Some of those who do not work find time 
to engage in social and welfare work. Others spend their 
leisure hours gardening, sewing, cooking, gossiping, bowling 
(ten-pin) or playing golf.
However, this is not the life of every housewife. There 
is a social barrier between the upper, middle and lower 
classes. The wealthy women indulge in mixing and rubbing 
shoulders with royalty and other important people, further­
ing their aspiration in sociely. Theirs is a life of social 
commitments with the earnest desire to shine at gatherings. 
The women of the lower class are at the other extreme with 
very little or no social life. They have enough on their minds 
just striving hard to make each day pass. Their social life 
consists of an occasional gossip with their neighbours, sitting 
on the doorsteps or an even more scarce1 marriage dinner. 
The middle class comes in between the two with their small 
gatherings, cooking parties or just plain gossip.
Malaysian women are a combination of the old-world 
feminity, the reserved nature of the East and modem world 
sophistication. They are able to hold their own in this jet 
age (age of faster troubles), yet retaining enough of their 
individual racial and cultural traits to be truly Malaysian 
women in a plural society.
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THE PHILIPPINES: Land of Contrast
By A. SY
“ Little America” was attributed to the Philippines by some 
Australians. Some recalled the triumphant return to the Philip­
pines of Gen. D. McArthur during the Second World War against 
the Japanese. Seme knew it as a notorious country of violence in 
Asia. Yet some had heard of it but knew nothing else about it. 
What is the real situation in the Philippines today? This article 
is an effort of the author, who has lived in Manila most of his life, 
to present, not a tourist-promoting Philippines, but his personal 
view of his country and his people in as indifferent a way as 
possible.
The Philippines, an archipelago of more than 7000 islands 
in the Western Pacific Ocean, has a present population of 
36 million (three times that of Australia) in a total area of 
115,600 sq. miles (approximately 1/26 of Australia’s). Our 
country is predominantly mountainous with many intermit­
tently active volcanoes.
Magellan in 1521 claimed our country for Spain, and the 
colonial domination lasted for more than three centuries 
until 1898 when the Americans took over. The Japanese 
Occupation interrupted the American rule in late 1941, and 
ended in 1944 with the Americans back again. The Republic 
was finally granted independence on July 4, 1946.
The Philippines, “ the only Christian Westernized nation 
of the East” , displays a Westernized Asianism in most aspects 
of life. Spain introduced Christianity, influenced our lan­
guage, folk dancing, architecture, and sculpture; while the 
United States gave us its public school system, and its 
political structure. These importations, however, were 
placed upon a complex of nationalism, basic loyalties, and 
traditions which go as far back as to the pre-Hispanic times.
The Filipinos are mainly of Malay stock, with a small 
group of pygmy people, and other minorities. Our national 
language, Tagalog (now most commonly called Pilipino), has 
traces of Malay, Indonesian, and Spanish.
With Western civilization still lingering around, our coun­
try is becoming a rising power in Asian affairs and develop­
ment. The International Rice Research Institute, based at 
Laguna in the Philippines, and funded by the Rockefeller and 
Ford Foundations, has helped several Asian countries by its 
intensive research in rice production. The Asian Develop­
ment Bank, another achievement in Asian co-operation, has 
provided the much-needed capital to developing nations in 
the area. Its headquarters is based in Manila, the site of 
our government buildings, agencies, and offices, and centre 
of international trade and communication between our coun­
try and the outside world.
These examples show our significance as part of Asia. 
We are increasingly aware or conscious of our Asianism and 
are seeking a greater identity with Asians through active 
interest and participation in Asian progress and problems.
Our population is living in different ages all at once. 
Primitive cultures still exist in the secluded mountain re­
gions; the pre-Hispanic culture that flourished in the fifteenth 
century survives in the south; the Spanish nineteenth cen­
tury culture lives on in old towns with massive beautiful 
churches, and old colonial aristocratic houses. The American 
twentieth century, with all its bustle and optimism, is a 
striking reality in Greater Manila.
Greater Manila itself presents marked contrasts of vari­
ous cultures and ways of living. Central Manila includes a 
Chinatown, where the greatness of Chinese civilization, 
namely ancient art, language, Confucian ideas and religions, 
is still preserved by the Chinese immigrants, mainly from 
Canton and Hokkien, living there. Although a minority in 
population, the hardworking Chinese, since the past few 
decades, have influenced a large part of our economy in 
terms of trade and commerce. Partly because of this, the 
Chinese businessmen have been subjected to continual ex­
tortion by legislators and others; and have engaged in brib­
ery to forestall anti-Chinese legislations. Chinese people 
form about one to two per cent of the population. The main 
proportion lives in Greater Manila. The rest is scattered 
around the Philippines, and usually the prominent people 
in many towns and cities include a few Chinese.
The ruins of the big Spanish fortress in Intramuros, 
Manila, and old but beautiful Churches and Cathedrals 
around Manila give us the feeling of the early colonial 
atmosphere which dominated the Philippines for more than 
three centuries. Spanish is still in use or spoken today, and 
a small minority of Spanish people lives in Manila and other 
large cities. Most of them belong to the aristocratic class, 
but do not form a group as do the conservative Chinese.
The American influence is marked by the American 
English spoken by most Filipinos. The gigantic buildings 
and big avenues in Makati (in Greater Manila) reflect some­
thing of a Manhattan atmosphere. The old Chicago gang­
sterism exists in Manila, and I dare say there are more 
guns per private citizen than anywhere else during peace 
times. Americans, a minority but generally rich, still roam 
Manila but mainly in first class districts, restaurants, and 
American clubs.
The Filipinos in Manila, due to closer association with 
the West, tend to lose the old values and traditions of our 
country. The rising generation particularly, living in a 
changing society of modern science, automation, communi­
cation and transportation, is getting “Americanese” . Al­
though English has been at best a second language to most 
Filipinos, yet not a few today learned English from the cradle, 
especially those of aristocratic heritage.
This modem trend affects the larger cities as they are 
more in contact with foreign cultures. However, Pilipino as 
well as English is compulsory in all schools. Nationalism 
recently suggested that our vernacular be the medium of 
education in primary schools in the Philippines.
It must be noted that urbanization in the Philippines is 
not proceeding at any marked degree. Seventy per cent of
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THE PHILIPPINES (continued)
our population still lives in rural areas where there is less 
evidence of change. We are predominantly an agricultural 
country. Eighty per cent of our total export earnings comes 
from primary products, such as rice, sugar, abaca, and tim­
ber; which engaged % of our 13 million work force today. 
These farmers and farm labourers are the poorest paid in 
our labour force. They create the wealth of our country but 
the majority of them remain desperately poor.
Forty per cent of the total arable land in our country 
is owned by extremely rich landlords, who form only 1/10 of 
one per cent of the population. There is widespread evasion 
of the provisions of the Rice Share Tenancy Act regarding 
division of crop between tenants and landlords. The latter 
generally control the courts and the police, thus the legal 
rights of the former are not granted. This tenancy system, 
making exploitation always possible, has become a focal 
point of unrest in many rural areas, particularly in Central 
Luzon.
This unrest has led to the formation of a Communist 
guerilla group called the Huks. They roam the mountainous 
country, and execute prominent landlords or law-officers 
found “unjust” or guilty of exploiting the poor. Some regard 
them as the “Robin Hoods” of the Philippines. The height 
of the Huks’ revolution in the early fifties was put down by 
the government, but lately, it seems there are signs of 
activity again. To counteract these “ outlaws” , the govern­
ment has troops to saturate the active areas, and rewards 
are given for information leading to the capture of certain 
top Huk chieftains.
Our country was devastated during the Second World 
War. Construction of public works like roads, bridges, 
schools, and houses has been going on since; but the rate 
at which these essentials are going up is unable to cope with 
the increase in our population. This is true particularly of 
schools, houses, water, and sanitation.
Poverty today seems much the same problem as it always 
has been few decades ago. Yet a noticeable increase has 
been the ever-widening gap between the poor and the rich. 
Family income is concentrated and becoming more so over 
time. A census a few years ago reported that the wealthiest 
five per cent of all the families received not less than thirty 
per cent of all the total family income; while the bottom 
ten per cent received only two per cent of all family income. 
The overall tax structure is regressive, that is, the lower 
a family’s income the higher a proportion of that income is 
paid as taxes. This is due to the heavy reliance for govern­
ment revenue on taxation of production and sales, rather 
than on tax of property and income.
You might wonder, “What is the government doing about 
this situation?” Well I will leave you to ponder on it but 
I can point out a few facts. The people in power, i.e. gov­
ernment officials, are generally rich. They were either well- 
off before they were elected or appointed; or they made their
wealth during their term of office by some means. The 
latter is not uncommon in our country. A good question for 
you to consider is “Why would the rich pass legislations to 
bring up the poor to decent standard at the cost of sacrifices 
on their wealth?”
The 1969 presidential election is here this November, 
and a current review of the governmental achievements 
boasted that the four-year Marcos administration built more 
roads and other public works that any other previous ad­
ministration. Whether these “public works” were useful, 
whether these projects were meant for political ends, or 
whether the public funds had been channeled to the best 
advantage for the whole population is beside the point.
As a rule there is widespread smuggling and corruption 
of government officials and law-enforcement agencies; and 
an unwieldy governmental structure staffed by incompetent 
political appointees through the virtue of our traditional 
“pakikisama” (literally, “ getting on well with people” ).
As I recall our last election ended up with a toll of more 
than one hundred persons killed in Manila alone during the 
election. The fact that our independence in 1946 was finally 
achieved through peaceful political means helped to produce 
a society in which “politics is the national sport” . Even 
ballot printing in August could not be printed peacefully. 
Precautions have been taken early this year, including grant­
ing Senator Osmena (president Marcos’ challenger this coming 
election) twenty-four bodyguards to make sure things go 
well with him.
As I mentioned earlier, it has always been the poor who 
have paid the price of economic development and the well- 
to-do who enjoyed its fruits in our country, contrary to all 
principles of social justice. The most urgent task that 
experts see at this stage is to raise the living standard of 
the great majority of people, who at present simply do not 
possess even the basic human needs.
It may help to recall that not so long ago, the Filipinos 
has been united in armed revolts against oppressive colo­
nialism; and unless something “ miraculous” is done, it is 
only a matter of time before a bloody revolution rises again.
KEYS-TEH AWARD, 1969
The Keys-Teh Award this year has been given to Steve 
Atkinson for his outstanding contribution to college life, not 
only during this year, hut also during the preceding years. 
Criteria for the award are as follows: academic record, 
sporting participation and support, students’ club activities, 
general character, and outside interests.
Steve is one of the few remaining foundation members 
of college and held the Presidency of the Students’ Club for 
1969. He is an active sportsman, a member of the Rowing 
Eight and of the Football team, and is currently completing 
his fifth year of Veterinary Science.
ST. LUCMA MOTORS
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BENDEMEER
MAN
By P. B. BOWMAN
The following is a short story of aboriginals and archaeology. Although 
it is a work of fiction it is based on an actual dig at Bendemeer, New England 
Tableland, in August, 1969. It is hoped that the story will give some insight 
into three things: Aboriginal mythology, the ancient history of the aboriginals 
(as far as it is known), and archaeological methods. Apologies go to James 
Michener (“The Source”) for the idea, and to C. P. Mountford (“The Dawn of 
Time”) for the shameless adaptation of two Dreamtime tales. And probably also 
to Dr. Isabel McBryde, whose dig this story is about.
ca. 1400 B.C.:
In the beginning, the sky lay so close to the earth that 
the whole world was in darkness and the animals had to 
crawl on their bellies like Yurlunga the snake. Now Kinita, 
the magpie, was a vain creature, and hated to get his lovely 
white feathers dirty—for in the Dreamtime the magpies were 
all pure white. So he called all the birds together and said, 
"Let us lift up the sky so that we no longer have to crawl 
in the dirt.” Then all together, the birds slowly raised the 
sky with long sticks, higher and higher, until everyone could 
stand upright. Suddenly, the sky split open, revealing the 
first sunrise, while the fragments drifted away as clouds.
“So happened the first Dawn,” thought Nuranderi to 
himself, wishing that it would come again, soon. He lay on 
the cold rock beneath the high roof of a rock shelter, shiver­
ing in fever and too weak even to kindle a small fire against 
the night frost. Nurunderi felt the Spirit of Death very 
close.
Nurunderi was, like all his people, small in stature, with 
dark, almost black skin, a man of the first people to inhabit 
Australia. For many days he had travelled southward alone, 
carrying only his hunting spear and the stone hand-axe from 
which he was never parted. Nurunderi’s fogged mind sud­
denly queried, Why south? Why had he fled southward? 
The spirits had murmured “south, south”, and he had not 
argued but merely fled in shame and anger from the tribe 
that had banished him.
In the starlit sky beyond the shelter Nurunderi could 
see the Makara, the Seven Sisters. Women! His lip curled 
faintly in contempt—or was it remorse?—for Turrinbil, wife 
of Wonga, who had betrayed her husband for him, then had 
betrayed him also to cause his banishment.
By all the spirits! Was ever a place as cold as this? 
Surely the icy breath of the Makara must fall to earth at 
this spot! Nurunderi moaned and his mind fogged again 
as the fever racked his exhausted body.




The excavation so far was neither large nor impressive. 
It consisted simply of an oblong hole, some eight feet by 
four, and two feet deep beneath the low overhang of a rock 
shelter—just as Dr. McByme had left it three years earlier. 
Only now, after a morning’s work, it was flanked by two 
rows of square pegs dividing the area into neat squares each 
with an appropriate reference letter. The shelter itself was 
low and dusty, and the only clue that marked this as an 
ancient dwelling site was a faded red arrow painted in ochre 
on the ceiling. No-one dared speculate what its significance
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BENDEM EER MAN (contd.)
might have been. Possibly it was related to the paintings 
on the face of an enormous rock, split in two parts, which 
lay about a hundred yards away.
The site was on the New England Tableland, a few miles 
from the small township of Bendemeer. With a little luck 
(the constant requirement of Archaeology) this rock shelter 
might reveal part of the pattern of aboriginal migration in 
eastern Australia—once the evidence gleaned from the dig 
had been co-ordinated and analysed with the evidence, from 
numerous Other sites. Did the early Negrito peoples, first 
inhabitants of Australia, pass this way? Did the Murrayian 
peoples, following millenia later to populate all but Tas­
mania, pass south through the Tableland? Or did they 
come to the Tableland from the south? And when? Possibly, 
the answers lay in this rock shelter.
On the second day of the dig, at a depth of thirty-eight 
inches, a piece of charcoal was found large enough to give 
a good radio-carbon date. Carefully it was eased with the 
tip of a trowel from the earth, and tipped untouched into 
an envelope of aluminium foil, protected from contamination 
by three plastic bags. In that piece of carbon lay the key 
to the age of level IV b from which it was dug.
*  *
ANNO 436 AJ>.
Bendinong squatted at the entrance to the rock shelter 
working the firestick skilfully between his palms. The wood 
was vaguely damp and nothing more than a thin wisp of 
smoke rewarded his efforts. He swore softly, then grinned 
at his grandson who sat watching.
“My son, do you know why the grass-tree is the best to 
make a fire-stick from?” The child shook his head vigor­
ously.
“Well, back in the Dreamtime, fire belonged only to a 
wicked and selfish man, Kondole, who would not even lend 
it for a corroborree to be given by Tundrun’s tribe. So 
Tundrun set out to kill Kondole and bring back the precious 
firestick. But after many days searching he saw a grass-tree 
glowing with a strange light—it was the firestick which 
Kondole had hidden, which had escaped from its hiding 
place and set the grass-tree alight. Ever since, the flower- 
stem of the grass tree has made the best firestick.”
“And Kondole? That is another story son—go ask your 
mother.”
Bendinong was pleased with the new place. It didn’t 
quite have the familiarity of the ancient tribal home many 
days journey to the north, but the hunting was good, and 
the womenfolk found the country rich in small foods. Yes, 
living was easier than in the heavily peopled tribal lands he 
had left. He and his wife and his sons and their families 
could make another tribe here, in the place he would call 
Bendemeer, the place of Bendinong.
In a sudden pang of something akin to homesickness as 
he thought of the old lands, he gathered a little of the red 
pigment he had prepared already for the morrow, and 
reaching high above him he painted a spear on the ceiling, 
pointing towards the home he had left. It was a fitting 
reminder to his family.
Bendinong kneaded the wet ochre lovingly between his 
fingers. Not a hundred paces from the shelter was a mas­
sive rock, cleaved in two by some unknown force, with tall, 
clean granite walls just crying to feel the touch of his paint. 
He wanted to paint of the richness of this country, of its 
animals, and of the skill of his sons’ hunting. “And surely,” 
said Bendinong to no-one in particular, “ the Split Rock has 
some magic which will bring good luck to the hunting.”
But there was a fire to be made. Bendinong wiped his 
fingers on his thighs and took up the fire-stick again to 
spin it in the soft wood. Within minutes, the first fire at 
Bendemeer sparked, then caught alight.
*  *
THE DIG:
The site was a spectacle of students in football jerseys 
and dirty jeans slaving to take history from the earth. In 
the hole, extending it at either end, two students scraped 
the soil away, millimetre by millimetre, with their trowels. 
If a piece of bone, or a prominent stone implement, or even 
a suspicious discoloration of the earth appeared, it was 
delicately exposed with a paintbrush and penknife before 
photographing and lifting it. Meanwhile the soil went, 
bucket by bucket, to the sieves.
As the excavation went down, the mound beneath the 
sieves rose. Occasionally someone, poring painstakingly over 
a sieve, would cry "Here’s another microlith!” , or someone 
would query, “Do you think this might be a flake,”  or “Hey, 
Val, does this look as if its been retouched?” As each piece 
of chipped quartz or chert was found—most of them less 
than an inch long—it was slipped into its paper bag, marked 
“Flake” , "Microlith” , or "Core-tool” and carefully recorded 
according to the square and depth from which it came.
Suddenly: “ Check this everybody—I think I ’ve found a 
Bondai point!”
The find was quickly confirmed. It was a tiny tool, less 
than three centimetres long, but beautifully worked in pink 
and orange chert. It was triangular in cross section, with 
two sides meeting in a clean, straight edge while the back 
had been painstakingly chipped to meet the edge in a point. 
It was a tribute to the skill of some long-forgotten craftsman.
Round the campfire that evening the daily passage from 
Mulvaney’s “Prehistory of Australia” spoke of the Talgai 
skull, a find which showed that there were aboriginals in 
Queensland at least 15,000 years ago.
"All we need to put Bendemeer on the map,” remarked 
the Director, “ is to find some human remains of venerable 
age—preferably over 10,000 years. Even a single tooth would 
do.”
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BEN DEMEER MAN (contd.)
“We’ll call him Bendemeer Man,” offered the inevitable 
camp wit. “Keep your fingers crossed for Bendemeer Man 
tomorrow.”
"It’s unlikely,” murmured the Director. “ Since the car­
bon dates only take this dig back about 1500 years.”
“ Oh—he’s probably lurking down there somewhere— 
you’ll see. And he’s got a receding forehead, protruding 
eyebrows, canine teeth, and he’s at least 30,000 years old.”
There’s nothing quite like an optimist.
* *
ANNO 1322 AD.
Wummderi took the piece of coloured stone from his 
carrying pouch for the hundredth time, and turned it over 
and over, letting the surfaces catch the light. He would get 
an excellent knife-blade from this, and possibly a couple of 
ordinary blades as well.
Wurrunden rehearsed in his mind once again the blows 
he would make to flake off the blades. Then chip by chip, 
he finished in his imagination the pointed blade for which 
he had bought the stone. It came from a tribe far to the 
west, and had cost him a lot—his own best spear, and a 
kangaroo he had freshly killed with it. But it was a beau­
tiful stone, and if treated well, would make a beautiful 
blade. He replaced it in his pouch.
The pointed blade was to be a gift to his son at his 
initiation in two days time. Wummderi had walked down 
the hillside from where his family were camped to this 
sacred place, where the paintings of his ancestors still 
evoked the spirits of the split rock. He would make the 
knife-blade in the rock shelter, and maybe the spirit of 
Bendinong would be prevailed upon to bring luck to its user.
Looking at the great cleft rock, Wummderi thought of 
the stories old men told of Bendinong, the father of the 
tribe. He remembered how Bendinong had travelled with 
great strides from a place far to the north, and from his 
footsteps sprang the rivers and creeks of Bendemeer. When 
he had set up camp in the cave with the spear, enemies 
threatened to kill his family and steal his lands. So Bendi­
nong had placed at the top of the hill a pile of great boulders. 
Then when the enemies came near, Bendinong had hurled 
one of the rocks and killed them all. But as it landed, the 
rock split in two, and this is the rock on which men paint. 
The pile of boulders is still on top of the hill; a big one, 
then a smaller one, then a small one balanced on the very 
top.
Wummderi muttered a brief prayer to the spirits of the 
rock then turned back to the rock shelter to begin work on 
the pointed blade.
Wummderi could not know how, many years later, his 
son would drop this same blade in the dust of the rock- 
shelter, where it would lie, buried in the dust of centuries, 





Some f irs t class tare from the Qantss chef.
Let’s face it. When you’re on an overseas flight 
there's nothing much else to do— than eat. And drink. We faced it.
And since we like to do things a little better, we decided to 
make our food as interesting, as delicious, as varied, as a menu in 
any one of the world’s great restaurants. We’ve trained our stewards. 
To mix any cocktail you could ask for. Mix it better. And we’ve 
asked our cellar man to choose for you only the finest wines.
So loosen your seat belts. Sit back and enjoy it. You mightn’t 
see another meal like this...until you fly back with us.
THE DIG:
On the fifth day the excavation was extended outside the 
shelter of the cave. Inside the cave, the excavation had 
reached four-and-a-half feet, and the Director was preparing 
to record the section displayed. All the levels could be seen: 
Level I topsoil; Level II a hard layer of granite washed 
from the rocks above; Level III, sterile earth; Levels IVa and
QANTAS, with AIR INDIA. AIR NEW ZEALAND. BO AC, MSA and S.A.A. ç q ]
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BEN DEM EER MAN (contd.)
IVb, occupation layers of earth darkened with long-rotted 
leaves and food-scraps. Recording was simple: latex was
painted on the section layer by layer, then, when dry, the 
whole section could be peeled off stuck to the flexible latex.
Outside the cave, the top two inches contained little but 
grass roots and fat witchety grubs. Then, at two and a half 
inches a trowel laid bare a piece of bone. Soft and fragile, 
it was carefully exposed to view.
“Hey, we’ve just found Bendemeer Man!” suggested 
someone hopefully.
"Give our bones expert a go—maybe we really have 
found him.”
Carol, a Medical student who knew little about bones 
but had not let that deter her from pretending she did, 
shook her head sorrowfully.
“ ’Fraid not. It’s a femur, and far too short to be human."
“Oh. Well maybe next time."
A few minutes later, more bones, and a few teeth were 
exposed, all within a few square feet.
That evening Carol, who had had a better look at the 
bones, mentioned, “Funny thing. Those bones used to be 
a kangaroo.”
“ So what?”
"Well the teeth belong to a sheep. How do you explain 
that?”
"Simple—it was a carnivorous sheep.”
“Or a kangaroo with dentures.”
“Maybe a woolly jumper?”
The speculation collapsed in a barrage of groans.
ANNO 1880 AD.
Jacky-Jacky was in a black mood. Yes, maybe he had 
shot one ’roo already this morning, a young one which would 
be a welcome addition to the monotonous diet at the home­
stead. But the Boss had just docked his pay for the week for 
shooting a sheep by accident, and right now Jacky-Jacky 
hated the Boss. He even hated the Boss’s wife for teasing 
him about his eyesight—can’t tell a sheep from a ’roo indeed! 
In fact Jacky-Jacky hated all white men. Jacky-Jacky swore.
He had fair reason to hate white men. His father had 
been shot like some vermin by white settlers. Before that, 
his tribe had fought valiantly as the squatters and their 
strange beasts invaded their lands, cut down their trees, 
desecrated their sacred places, and decimated their people 
until the few that were left either fled or went to work for 
the settlers.
Jacky-Jacky had been but a boy, with as yet no name of 
his own, when he had been taken to live at the Boss’s home­
stead.
The smell of something rotten registered in Jacky-Jacky’s 
keen nose. A quick sniff, and he reined his horse around 
to investigate. A dead sheep. Dead for about a week, by 
its smell, lying near the entrance of a low cave. Jacky-Jacky 
grinned to himself. He would enjoy reporting this to the 
Boss—another of his cursed animals gone to wherever it is 
that white-men’s animals go!
Jacky-Jacky knew this place well. It was a sacred place 
of his father’s people, where the paintings on the split rock 
spoke to the spirits. He paused for a long time to look at 
the art work on the rock face, remembering vaguely the 
stories his father had told him as a boy. Stories of a giant 
who had split the rock, and of great hunters who had made 
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BENDEMEER MAN (contd.)
of the rock happy and let loose a healthy oath concerning 
white men.
As he rode back past the rock shelter the stench of the 
sheep assailed his nostrils again. On a sudden impulse, 
Jacky-Jacky flung the carcass of the kangaroo he was carry­
ing down onto the rotting remains. Damn the Boss and 
his fresh meat. The animal of his people lay sprawled on 
top of the white man’s rotten sheep—the kangaroo pushing 
the sheep into the soft earth as they rotted together. It was 




Archaeology is as much a game of luck as a science. By 
the final day it was obvious that the excavation had little 
else to offer. The sieves had turned up little more than a 
stray flake during the last day’s digging, and patience was 
flagging. All below level IH b was sterile; it seemed that 
the excavation would reveal no secrets older than fifteen 
hundred years—a disappointment.
The hopes of finding a deeper occupied level were left 
to a sounding with the auger. There was little talk as the 
auger drilled downwards, turn by turn, excepting for some­
one’s still surviving observation that maybe Bendemeer Man 
was still down there. At eight feet the tool struck bedrock 
with neither a flake nor a stratum to show.
In square B3, seven and a half feet below the cave floor, 
a crudely fashioned stone axe rested undisturbed. Beside 
it lay two ancient teeth and a still-rotting fragment of the 
skull of Nurunderi. Three inches to the east, the daylight 
of 1969 reached 16,000 years down the shaft left by the auger. 
Slowly the light dimmed as the archaeologists covered the 
excavation with bark and stones. But even when the last 




In a lazing, sunlit, dappled afternoon, 
Nature’s little huntress 
Seeks and sucks
The hidden sweetness of the rose.
She is of the air,
She is free.
Stay away from me,
Woman.
You do not care for the flower,
For the plant which bears it,
For the rich earth which nourishes all.
Her wings beat softly, fast 
On my temples.
Well I  know
That the beauty which beckons 
Is the sting that kills.
But . . . Ah!
The sweet, deadly whisper of her breath, 
The ocean o f her eyes,
The honey of her flesh.
GENUINE AUSTRALIAN GIFTS AND 
SOUVENIRS
“ARUNGA”
★  KOALA BEARS & KANGAROOS
★  ABORIGINAL BOOMERANGS, ETC.
★  KANGAROO FUR MATS & RUGS
FUR MOCCASINS, COATS, PURSES, 
HANDBAGS & BOOTS 
OVER 350 IDEAS
MEMBERS OF DINERS CLUB AND 
AMERICAN EXPRESS




197 ADELAIDE STREET, CITY
(Opposite Queensland Government 
Tourist Bureau)
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Racial Prejudice
The Other Side
A  story is told of a young Negro militant, who 
was always calling white men bigots and racialists. One 
day while he was sitting in the park he looked up and 
saw a young white girl on the bench opposite him. She 
politely said hello and he responded. Soon they were 
engaged in active conversation. After a while the 
young militant Negro began to take offence at what 
the girl was saying, and he began to push some of his 
Black Power ideas at the girl.
“Black is beautiful,”  he said with a patriotic sniff 
and a flourish of his hand.
The girl turned towards him and asked, “ Is the 
sky black then?”
“ No! No! It is not black! It is blue,”  answered 
the young Negro.
“ Oh! Then is the grass black?” asked the white 
girl quietly.
“No the grass is green.”
After a moment’s pause she asked again, “ Are 
the trees black?”
“No! No!” said the Young Negro impatiently. 
“ The trees are not black.”
“ Then,” said the girl, “ you can not say that black 
is beautiful. A ll these things are beautiful and they 
are not black.”
“ But you don’t understand, you are white!”  said 
the young Negro, enthusiastically. “ Black is dark­
ness— rich, silent, velvety darkness, and it alone in 
all the world is beautiful.”
“ Yes,”  she said, “ some say darkness holds its own 
peculiar beauty,”  and, after a moment’s quiet thought, 
she half turned towards him, smiled and said, “ Yes, 
the world is beautiful; my world is beautiful. Black 
is beautiful.”
She rose slowly, deliberately, and walked away. 
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AN
E X P O S I T I O N
By H. F. HO
The manuscript for this article included the Chinese charac­
ters for the various words and phrases discussed therein. Unfor­
tunately, however, owing to technical difficulties, these could not 
be reproduced in print.
An exposition of a parable is difficult enough, an expo­
sition of an obscure quotation is even more difficult.
I do not claim to be extraordinarily observant, but I 
could bet with anyone, to the last penny in my pocket, that 
not many of the fifteen thousand students on the campus 
would have noticed before the Coat of Arms shown in the 
photograph on the left. After all, anything that is not 
obscene is bound to be overlooked and remains in obscurity. 
Three years ago, while we were walking towards the Main 
Library, I pointed out this piece of art to a friend of mine, 
Mr. John Concannon, M.A. John was delighted, and asked 
me for the explanation of the four Chinese Characters. This 
happy incidence led to a long search for more informa­
tion.
The photograph on the left is that of the Coat of Arms 
of the University of Hong Kong, whose motto is SAPIENTIA 
ET VIRTUS (Wisdom and Virtue). Next time you walk 
along the Law Building you can have a closer look at it, 
it is on the seventh pillar counting from the west end. The 
quotation on the Coat of Arms is taken from the book, The 
Great Learning. The book begins with: "My master the
philosopher Chang says the Great Learning is a book trans­
mitted by the Confucian School, and forms the gate by which 
first learners enter into virtue . . . What the Great Learning 
teaches, is to illustrate illustrious virtue . . . Wishing to be 
sincere in their thoughts, they (the sages) first extended to 
the utmost- their knowledge. Such extension of knowledge 
lay in the investigation of things."
Chinese philosophy has had a long history of brilliant 
and many sided developments. Underlying it has been the 
moral vigor of Confucius, and Motse. This is opposed by 
the amoralism of the Taoists and Legalists. Confucianism 
becomes the dominant philosophy because it is able to absorb 
and integrate in itself the outstanding perceptions o f other
philosophies. Although Confucianism today is considered by 
many Chinese to possess an aristocratic feudal orientation 
and is no longer popular among the youngsters, the universal 
scope of the Confucian ethic still has many practical applica­
tions in modem living.
Confucius (551-478 B.C.) was the first and greatest Chi­
nese philosopher. The English word "Coiifucius” was latin­
ised from “ kung-fu-dz” . Most of his own teachings is found 
in the early parts of the book Analects, a collection of his 
sayings recorded by his disciples. This book, Analects, 
together with The Works of Mencius, The Great Learning, 
and The Doctrine of the Mean, become the “Four Books” , 
the Confucian canonical books. In ethics, Confucius especi­
ally emphasized two virtues: Li, the rules of proper conduct, 
and Ren, benevolent love. Li includes a gentlemanly code 
of conduct, ethical principles and other religious rituals. In 
addition, Confucius taught many other virtues, such as loy­
alty, faithfulness, wisdom, righteousness and self cultivation. 
The making of an ideal gentleman, said Confucius, is by the 
practice and perfection of all of these virtues. His true 
gentleman, junaze, is often translated as “ the princely or 
superior man” . The Confucian must stress self cultivation, 
by the continuous practice of attentiveness, and by the exten­
sion of knowledge or the investigation of things, there will 
come a sudden illumination- -and complete enlightenment, the 
attainment of sincerity. This is the essence of Confucianism. 
Thus virtue consists in attaining the Mean, and the rules 
of proper conduct constitute the chief virtue.
"Great is Truth, and 
Mighty above all things".
The truth is there, waiting to be diligently explored. 
How many of us, I wonder, do actually go a step further to 
seek out the hidden treasure, rather than just having a 
passing glimpse.
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Your Food . . . Our Food
By N. A. TUAN
The most appropriate thing to talk about while 
you are in International House is food. Nevertheless, 
it is not my intention to discuss International House 
food in particular, although many people know as 
much as I do that this is the “in” topic. (After all it 
is hard to forget that one-hour-long, stimulating dis­
cussion in one of our equally stimulating general meet­
ings on the quality, if any, and the quantity of the 
things that we are fed with three times a day).
I have found, as many other Asians would if they 
were lucky enough to live in this lucky country for a 
few years, that there are many differences in the pre­
paration of a meal, Australian style, and our way of 
cooking. I am not, of course, referring to the actual 
dishes because I am aware of the fact that cuisine is 
part of a people’s culture and that it is a natural thing 
that Asian cultures differ from Australian culture. I 
am indeed referring to the degree of sophistication—or 
perhaps the extent of complexity—in the process of 
cooking itself. Well, take any food item, beef, say. 
What do you Australians normally do with a piece of 
steak? Fry it, of course. I mean, throw it on a flat 
hot surface which has been covered with some oily 
stuff, then wait ’till it becomes a bit burnt on both 
sides, then eat it; perhaps with some kind of sauce 
or another. (It seems to me that salt and pepper are 
indispensable, though!) Also, it is funny that you call 
different dishes according to different types of steak 
(T-bone steak, fillet steak, rump steak, etc.) rather than
according to different methods of seasoning, different 
spices used, or even different tastes. What do we do 
then? Well, for a start, we have hundreds of dif­
ferent spices which offer us thousands of different 
combinations of tastes. We have more than a dozen 
ways of roasting our beef, we know of many methods 
of seasoning it, and we can prepare several compli­
cated soups with it. And mind you, we do not eat 
beef very much. Wait until someone tells you what we 
do with our pork.
Nor do we neglect such “inferior” items as sweet 
corn, or sweet potatoes. Here you feed poultry, swine, 
and God knows what with corn; and only actually eat 
it in form of corn-flakes in the morning, or pop-corns 
in the evening. Again we know of hundreds of ways 
to eat sweet corn, and of course, animals wouldn’t 
have a chance.
So many times I have seen Australians wasting 
food by boiling away the natural goodness of cauli­
flower in order to eat whatever remains, by “roasting” 
chicken until all the tasty fat is completely extracted 
in order to eat the dry, dull stuff they call roast chicken, 
and by committing many other crimes with foodstuffs. 
I have on several occasions expressed my disgust with 
some of my friends, and every time I was told: “We 
couldn’t be bothered”. For quite some time I was 
satisfied with the explanation that they couldn’t be 
bothered. But the high percentage of fair dinkum 
Epicureans among my Australian friends forced me to
$
TRAVEL NEEDS AN EXPERT
That’s why clever people get COOKS to handle their travel arrangements. We’re the 
oldest and biggest in the business—we graduated a long time ago. We even arrange local 
Australian travel too—especially for groups and teams. Of course overseas travel is our 
forte because we’ve got so many offices in so many countries we lose count of them all. 
Some people, when they are stoneybroke even ask us to contact their family through our 
local office and see if we can’t persuade dad to fork out the fare!! The things we do for 
a crust.”
If you’ve got travel problems — ask an Expert.
Ask
the world’s oldest and biggest travel organisation 
278 EDWARD STREET, BRISBANE. 2 2379.COOKS
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A Special Invitation
From Mrs. McGUIRE and MRS WITTY
YOU ARE ESPECIALLY INVITED TO OUR BOUTIQUE WHERE WE WILL SHOW YOU
OUR COLLECTION OP
TULLO —  KENNETH PIERRE —  PRUE ACTON —  GEOFF BADE 
SHRIMP —  EMMA —  CANDIDE —  ETC.
Handbags, Jewellery and Hosiery are also Available
221 HAWKEN DRIVE, ST. LUCIA Phone 70 1263
Yonr Food . . .  (contd.)
look for a more deep-rooting explanation. I think 
poverty has something to do with our cuisine. (But I 
am not prepared to argue that poverty is part of our 
culture). In the old days, it wasn’t very often that the 
villagers killed a cow for meat (I am not an Indian by 
the way). Nor was a pork chop a common sight on 
the dining table either. Since it was really special to 
have a piece of meat, people had to think of special 
ways to prepare it. Furthermore, the insufficient quan­
tity available forced these families to add vegetables, 
roots, leaves, or whatever they could pick or dig from 
their backyards (no room for lawns!).
Poverty has resulted in richness! Just like that 
paralysed Toulouse Lautrec who painted beautiful 
dancers, or those frustrated writers who tell stories 
about men surrounded by women, or those Interna­
tional House students who pass nutrition exams every 
year with flying colours.





To the Commissioner of Railway.
Dear Sir,
On the 12 of the instant your traine which was 
going to Oodnadatta ran over my bull at Hergott, he 
was in pasture. Your traine took a piece of ’ide outer 
hi’ belly between navel and his poker at least a foote 
square, and took most of hi’ bag off and lost hi’ seede.
I don’t think he will no more good as a bull since 
he was under your traine. I wish you would tell the 
General Traffick manager he is did for as he ’as nothing 
left but hi’ poker and that is out of plumb.
He was a red bull once but he stande around 
these days looking bloody blue.
I remain,
HANS SCHMIDT.
PANTLUS for Protection 
IN DRY CLEAN IN G
SPECIAL RATE BONA FIDE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
SAME DAY SERVICE
HAWKEN DRIVE, ST. LUCIA Phone 7 5649
MELBOURNE ST., SOUTH BRISBANE Phone 4 3410 
VULTURE ST., WEST END Phone 4 2910
Agents in all Suburbs Plus Hanger Service
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The Wines and Wherefotes
By GRANT VINNING
The following words of wisdom are cast, like pearls before 
swine, from the grape omniscience of our erstwhile cellarmaster, 
Mr. Grant Vinning. To those collegians (and others) who desire 
to make the best of our Wine Cellar, this short discourse is worth 
a few minutes perusal. Peruse, and may Bacchus be with you !
A wine is the product of a grape variety, the peculiar characteristics of the area where the grape is grown and a particular making process. This combination of grape, locale and process sometimes produces such a distinctive drop that the name of the product, e.g. Champagne, port, sherry, Beaujolais, should only be applied to that product. How­ever, it is now accepted today that names that once described some particular European wines have been plagiarized by, say, Australia, to describe Australian wines of the same general characteristics. A French claret need not taste, smell or look like a Hunter Valley claret but general charac­teristics will be common to the two.
Wine is made from grapes normally smaller than the fleshier table grapes (which still are good for do-yourself artists). The skin is the thing. The skin contains the needed tannin and colour giving properties. Crush the grapes, set the juice and then make a decision. After the initial crush­ing there is the pure juice and a goo of pulp, skin and pips which is called “must”, and tastes terrible! The must, via chemistry, is responsible for colour and general acidity of the wine. So if one wants a red, use black grapes only but keep the must in contact with the juice for a fair time, actual length depending on the properties desired to give the wine. If one wants a white, greenish and even black grapes can be used but one must separate the must from the juice pretty quickly Rose is difficult, keep the must with the juice longer than with the whites but less than with the reds.
Sugar content determines the alcoholic content—the more sugar the greater the alcoholic content. Actual sugar content can be manipulated by varying the picking season, the greater the ripening period the more the sugar. Wait too long and it rains, then wave good-bye to that year’s crop. Hence vintage years (perhaps a longer summer, hence more sun, more sugar and thus a different degree of alcoholic content and other properties and areas (different soils, and different climate and conditions of say moisture) do really mean something. And hence the pedantic listing of grape varieties and Australian areas does have a value.
Australian wine is generally of a higher alcoholic and more fully bodied content than the European wines. Some­thing about iron content in the soil, etc. Generally the still (or natural) table wines are about 10-15% alcoholic, the fortified wines being about 16-23%.
Wines are a complement to eating, not a supplement! Thus, for example, a dry white like Riesling is desirable
for cleansing the palate of the sweetish taste of fish. General rules of gastronomy exist but please don’t slavishly stick to them. Experiment around—thy this for a guide:
1. Aperitifs—before the meal or at the beginning of the meal. Serve chilled the dry sherries, dry Vermouth, dry Madeira and also sweet Vermouth.
2. Dessert Wines—after the meal, preferably (my prefer­ences) with the cheeses, cigars and women out of the drawing room. All the sweet sherries, port, Madeira and Marsa.
3. Dry Whites—pork, veal, oysters, shellfish, fish, light fowls. Serve chilled.
4. Sweet Whites—sweets. Serve chilled.
5. Dry Champagne—when in doubt either a white burgundy (chilled) but much preferably (mine again) dry cham­pagne will suffice for the whole meal, but make sure it's dry.
6. Rose—ham, pork, veal. Serve not really chilled but below room temperature (is a very much underrated and over scorned wine because the first Roses were lousy, but try it).
7. Light Red—roasts and turkey. Serve at room tempera­ture, but Brisbane in summer would warrant half an hour in the fridge before breathing, but in this case let it breathe for only 5-10 mins.
8. Heavy Reds—the heavier game meats. Again room tem­perature.
Wine was designed for Europe’s room temperature. This misuse of room temperature is the most boorish snob rule in the books. Mid-summer Birdsville would kill a red, even hot beer would be preferable. Judicious use of a fridge is warranted but too much fridge (i.e. same temperature as beer) will also kill a red. Whites are the other way round, chill always but never freeze. And champagne must be crackling cold to bring out its dryness.
Reds perform better with a breathing period, i.e. de-rock it about 15-20 mins, before using. Taste a red that’s been allowed to breathe and one that has just been opened, the latter will be less mellow and more harsh. If a fridge red is used, cut down the breathing to 5-10 mins.
A word about glasses: Wine believers and lovers believe that the glass is valuable, the glass in which wine is served
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does make a great deal of difference to the enjoyment of a 
wine and for this reason, the following rules are generally 
accepted: White wines can be taken in a wide variety of
glasses provided they are large and long stemmed. Sparkling 
wines, are best in a tulip shaped glass. (Champagne often 
served in a hollow stemmed glass). Glasses should never 
be more than 2/3 full!
Finally, to help you name drop with greater proficiency, 
a plea; I forget the Latin but the English is “personal tastes 
are no criteria for argument". If someone tells you a wine 
is good or bad, you are the final judge if you are to drink 









Once during the course of discussion with a few 
friends in the College I  was told:
“You are not liberal.”
“Why?” I asked them.
“Do you believe in the existence of God?” one 
asked.
“Yes, I do.”
“Do you pray and fast for HIM?”
“Yes.”
“Well, then, you are neither a liberal or a scien­
tist.”
“How do yon say that I am not a free thinker?”
“Because you believe in nonsense that has no 
existence at all,” he told me.
“And you? What do yon believe in? What do 
you think created the universe and life?” I asked him.
“Nature.”







extra flavour. Which 
means 'mixability' 
of the highest order. 
You'll never drown the 
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FLIG H T T O  T H E MOON (continued)
“It is the secret power that is limitless but has 
got manifestation which can be perceived bv the sense 
organ,” he said.
At this point I said, “I understand that you pre­
vent me from believing in an unknown power because 
you want me to believe in another equally unknown 
power. But the question is why should I disown my 
God for the sake of another equally unknown but false 
God, especially when in the one I find peace, tran­
quility and comfort, whereas the false God of Nature 
neither answers my call, nor comforts me?”
Kruschev said once, “We have been all around 
outer space many times but we didn’t find any bearded 
fellow up there!” Here again was sparked off the 
arrogance that science, elated by its early victories over 
physical forces, had evinced towards God in the last 
two centuries. Later discoveries proved humiliating 
and scientists in general preferred to be agnostics.
The marvellous project—mortal foot touching the 
virgin soil of the moon—perhaps quickened again into 
life the old haughty thoughts buried as dead long ago. 
But the thoughtless astronauts were perhaps speaking 
in a lighter vein and did not mean what they said. “I 
went to outer space, I didn’t see God” is reported to 
have been the remarks of some earlier voyager. Surely 
a man in his line should know that modern science is 
a bundle of beliefs in unseen forces, mathematically 
deduced. No microscope helps us to see, in the sense 
astronauts expected to see God, any of the 300 bil­
lion atoms in each living cell of our body. The elec­
trons ad protons are mere waves of energy and defy 
inspection. No telescope can survey the limitless 
expanse in which our Sun is but a tiny fire-fly. There 
are others so immense that room could be found for 
millions of our petty suns in one of them. The scien­
tists believe in all these facts though they are mere
abstractions, mere mathematical equations. The Rela­
tivity idea, the Qauntum theory—what are they but 
phantoms of fantasy? And that is why they are not 
believed to be the perception of objective reality but 
the interpretation of the subjective mind. Reality has 
remained and shall ever remain a cuckoo’s song, a 
voice from an unseen somewhere.
Viewed in this light, God is as good a scientific 
fact as a sun and its radiation with the difference that 
He does not allow us to subject Him to demonstrative 
tests. This would present an antithesis, a self-contra­
diction, and make the omnipotent impotent, for demon­
stration means pre-conceived behaviour forced upon 
an object in a setting of pre-arranged conditions. God 
is and must be far above any dictation by man or any 
being whatsoever. He acts as He pleases. No power 
can stand in His way. Experimental proof of the exist­
ence of God through laboratory work is precluded by 
the very nature of His being.
In fact God reveals Himself in His wondrous 
creation, in the immensities that bow the mind and in 
the diminutions that melt into nothingness. We have 
not been able to touch even the fringe of Reality higher 
up or lower down, nor been able to pluck a leaf from 
myriad trees each top laden with the thickest foliage. 
The landing on the moon is a matter for pride sweet­
ened with humility, for jubilation attended by thanks­
giving.
Happily, none of the Victorious team—Arm­
strong, Aldren, Collins—were so dull-headed as to 
make their failure to see God an argument for dialec­
tical philosophy. On the other hand, in the hour of 
their glory they painfully viewed their home planet 
seething with dissentions and conflicts, with jealousy, 
avarice and war of nerves and wished us all to “pray” 
for peace.





By IVOR M. B. CRIBB (Warden)
A College has life and character and you, its individual 
members, by your actions, determine its quality.
In this context much must depend upon your view of 
your relationship with the community in which you live— 
how the individual should behave towards his fellows and 
how the community or society should behave towards the 
individual. The ancient Greeks hoped that one day man 
would become reasonable enough to see the benefits of 
social co-operation.
A more modern view is that man has evolved as a social 
animal; that man and society have grown up together. This 
means that the individual and society are so interdependent 
that each is part of the other and, whether he likes it or 
not, he is part of society and society a part of him. If he 
fails to develop as a social human being, he is failing himself.
The humanist view of society recognises and respects the 
value of the individual and of his personal liberty; for, while 
it expects from him, a full contribution to society, it recog­
nises that society benefits from encouraging individual 
variety. This recognition of the value of human diversity 
implies tolerance. Not tolerance in the sense of "anything 
goes” or an indifference to right and wrong, but a tolerance 
that allows as wide as possible an expression in thought, 
word and deed within the community frame work. This 
degree of tolerance, I hope, exists at International House.
A community like our own is pluralist. Individually, we 
have a variety of religions, ideologies and interests. It is to 
be hoped that College provides the opportunities and the 
activities to cater for the diversity of interests. The impor­
tant thing is that no one should be forced into any particular 
activity just because of that metaphysical entity called “Col­
lege spirit”. Rather it would that he willingly surrenders 
a little of himself for the good of his community.
International House from its inception has sought co­
operation rather than conflict. Some people are still inclined 
to view the Administration (represented by the Board of 
Governors and the Warden), as ogres bent on restricting the 
individual’s freedom and spoiling his fun. Yet it would 
seem to me that in 1964, the framers of our constitution 
showed an enlightenment far in advance of their time by 
making provision for student representation on this same 
Board. By doing this, they invited student participation and 
involvement and, hopefully, student responsibility. Their 
objective was for a working partnership between "governors” 
and "governed” instead of the traditional student versus 
administration attitude.
Many may query whether International House has 
achieved the objectives for which it was founded. All I 
would suggest is that, if your academic careers lead you, 
not only to the profession of your choice, but also to a better 
understanding of yourselves and of your fellow men—a reali­
sation, perhaps, that people are basically more alike than 
different and that each has a dignity and a worth—then 
each of you are better equipped to become worthwhile citi­
zens of the world in which you live.
If living at International House can help many to achieve 
the above, then International House has achieved at least, 
some of the hopes of its founders.
May Brotherhood prevail and may our homes, every­
where, be blessed.
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Nineteen sixty-nine has been the biggest year undertaken 
by International House as a College. I  say this from my 
experience of the past five years of the College’s existence. 
Many may argue that our first year, 1965, was our biggest 
and hardest year. We then started from nothing and began 
to build the template for all we have achieved to date, and 
all that lies before us. Nevertheless, when a community 
such as ours was in 1968, 100 men of nearly 20 nationalities, 
striving to maintain the achievements of four rapid, and very 
progressive years, dares to branch even further, the burden 
on the people of college to achieve success is indeed immense. 
Our change this year to increase the College numbers to 150 
by the inclusion of a new block to house 50 women, was a 
big step.
It seemed to me that many of the problems encountered 
in our initial year as a College, again arose to an extent, 
yet in slightly different ways. The assimilation o f women
into an atmosphere based initially on an all male background, 
was not without its problems in the early stages, but seems 
in the true tradition of our College to have very quickly 
stabilized and progressed with marvellous success. The 
problems seemed to arise initially from an almost complete 
lack of previous experience in the realm of co-educational 
Colleges in Australia and especially Queensland.
The undertakings of the Students’ Club this year were 
also unparalleled. As a final event in the process of our 
coming-of-age as a College, we elected to accept the challenge 
of the very big job of running the affairs of the Inter-College 
Council. This was added to the “normal” activities of the 
College. Thus, we were responsible initially for the organiza­
tion of the whole Inter-College Sporting calendar and the 
co-ordination of the running of each of the events thereafter. 
We ran a successful social following the Swimming Carnival. 
Our duties to I.C.C. more or less concluded with the organi­
zation of the Collympics, followed by the Inter-College Ball.
On our own side of things, several events need particular 
note. Foremost among these was the “ International Soiree" 
which was organized mainly by a band of dedicated workers 
and assisted very ably by a fairly large proportion of the 
College members in the later stages. The evening was an 
unbridled success as a social event and more important as 
a display of the importance of this College in the role of 
showing other people in our community the benefits of 
cross-cultural exchange.
On the sporting field International House fared variably 
this year. On no occasion though could anyone say we were 
disgraced. Our congratulations must go to the women of 
College who really made their presence felt in their first 
year of competition. Their achievements included winning 
the Women’s Athletics competition and coming second in the 
Swimming. The increased interest in participation in College 
teams this year is clearly evidenced by the number of College 
Blue and Half Blue awards presented. Two Blues and Three 
Half Blues were awarded to women and One Blue and 12 
Half Blues to men.
Nineteen sixty-nine saw a greater participation by the 
members of College in activities within the Club and the 
College. In an unprecedented move by the Warden, the 
Students Club took over the discipline of its members. The 
system of resident tutors which existed previously, was 
dropped on a trial basis, to see how the new system would 
work. There are several fundamental weaknesses in the 
system as adopted by the Students Club to handle this new 
system, but even so this trial year did work reasonably well 
and except for a few breaches, the previous experience in 
College of people working together as a community, respect­
ing the rew rules pertaining to that community, was upheld.
An increased awareness was shown by a large number 
of Students in College this year to the need to contribute to 
the actual development of the grounds and buildings to pro­
duce the best possible facilities for the members of College. 
To this end, various groups of students undertook a number 
of projects including the fitting out of a dark room for a 
College Photographic Club; the establishment of gardens 
and a general clean up around the College grounds to im­
prove the appearance to the visitor; the instigation of a plan 
to develop the area now used as a “ Games Room”  as a 
Common Room for all students, until such time as the 
College complex is completed and full Common Room facili­
ties are available, and the plan, which has been shelved for 
the moment, to erect car ports for use by College members 
owning cars.
The editorial of an earlier “Kanyana” described Inter­
national House as a “ College with idealistic aims”  and one 
of great “potential” . Our aims to pursue the sentiments of 
our motto equalled the success of previous years, if it did 
not exceed it.
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Several committees organized a full calendar of social 
events for college members this year. They deserve praise, 
not only for their efforts in planning the various functions, 
but also for their attempts to improve functions and to try 
to cater for the needs of a wider cross section of college 
members. If the ideas and suggestions put forward by this 
year’s organizers are taken up by next year’s committees, 
we should see further improvements still.
Two college “hops” were organized in First Term and 
were well attended; however, one member of the Social 
Committee has suggested future hops have some sort of 
theme—for example, the idea of a barn dance, with square 
dancing, a caller, and suitable decorations, is an idea which, 
if elaborated, could revamp the style of college hops.
Dining-Ins this year provided a chance for a more 
leisurely and civilised meal than the usual week-end “free- 
for-all” queue style, and we’ve also heard a couple of very 
interesting and entertaining after-dinner speakers. However, 
attendance at these nights could probably be improved by 
having them earlier in a term and on a Friday night instead 
of a Thursday, as is the case with the Valedictory dinner. 
I t’s also been suggested that after the dining-ins would be 
a good time to show slides or movies of college sport and 
functions, or to have a debate.
Beer nights this year, by attendances, proved they are 
not widely popular within college and the question was 
raised by some of the Social Committee, of what to have 
instead of, or as well as, beer nights, to cater for a wider 
range of tastes. More wine and cheese tastings by the wine 
cellar might serve to supplement beer nights, or more 
frequent dining-in nights might remove the necessity for 
beer nights.
Members of the Social Committee must be commended 
for their efforts to arrange a formal to suit as many as 
possible by drawing up a questionnaire. The formal became
CANDLE DANCE
Sudjar and Annie Lee at the International Soiree
an “at home” and was well attended, though it should be 
further improved when the new dining room is finished 
and available for such functions.
An enjoyable time was had by all who attended Verboten 
and the Soiree, but profits pointed to the need to replace 
the idea of a cabaret next year. Whether we have a musi­
cal, a melodrama, a great open-air benefit in the Botanical 
Gardens, a sponsored “?-a-thon”, or whatever, the new idea 
will be a challenge for next year’s Committee. The success 
of the Soiree this year and the support it received from 
college members, points to the need by the Students’ Club 
to re-think the position of Soirees, for the idea of this sort 
of function obviously has great potential for future years.
Next year’s Social Committee, then, will need people 
willing to work and give some thought and planning to the 
preparation of future college social functions. With a sprink­
ling of enthusiasm and imagination, and some thought and 
discussion by everyone in college before the first club meet­
ing next year, we will achieve a further improved social 
calendar for 1970.
ADVERTISEMENT
WANTED: All old Internationals in exchange for one brand 
new membership in latest International Association.
Just send Name and JA10 to—
THE SECRETARY 
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE 
ST. LUCIA, BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA
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Talking About . . .
H O O D S
Brotherhood, twinhood, or even onehood has pre­
vailed partly in our House. We have here two persons 
with two different characters, from two different coun­
tries (H.K. & R.P.), two clearly different hoods; yet 
some episodes like:
Cool, tough Mike came to our H.K. man one 
evening just before dinner and asked, “Have you done 
the photos?” “What photos?” was the frank reply 
from the bewildered latter. A dazzled Mike contem­
plated for a while at the innocent countenance before 
him, “Wrong person? Am I feeling right tonight?”
Our popular H.K. man was caught again one 
morning on breakfast by apprentice Beryl with “What 
college are you playing tomorrow?” “Nothing in par­
ticular,” ejaculated the surprised H.K. man. “Aren’t 
you playing basketball?” “I don’t play basketball” 
followed. “1 thought you’re in the basketball team?” 
After a stare and a thought again she found she got 
the wrong hood.
Just in case you think things go queer when only 
one hood is around, well here’s another incident. At 
breakfast one morning our twin hoods were right oppo­
site each other on the same table. In came Julia V. 
to the dining hall, and the magnetic effect of our H.K. 
man attracted her approach with the question, “Are 
you taking our photos today?” obviously meant for our 
R.P. man. Our H.K. man looked across the table, 
she followed the glance, and doubtfully . . .
With a new girl at table during dinner and to 
observe the right etiquette, an introduction was begun. 
Coming to our H.K. man, Brenda confidently gestured, 
“Ava, this is A------ .” Hilda, quick and alert, cor­
rected her, “This is not A------ , this is Michael.” Our
victim can only burst out laughing, and to make things 
right, Mary Y. added, “No, this is Norman.” By the 
way, his name is not Norman.
Not to drag away with too many incidents, we’ll 
finally give you this one. Kerrie rushed to our R.P. 
man one lunchtime on table and asked, with her typical 
cheerfulness, “Did you receive the card?” Our R.P. 
man queried “What card?” She retorted, “The card 
that I sent you in the mail box.” “To me?” was the
further query. “Yes, addressed to R.------ ” Our R.P.
man, with his usual nonchalant look, said, “I’m not
R------ ”. She, thinking he’s playing innocent, cried,
“C’mon, stop joking;!” Anyway, finally convinced, 
she concluded “Why don’t one of you shave off your 
moustache?”
Would you believe Ruth thought the two hoods 
look alike? Agnes taking one hood as Preston? Leong 
believing one is a gentleman and the other a gangster?
Brothers and sisters, it is time we learn to know 
members of our family, to recognize our hoods; or 
otherwise, brotherhood (in its usual context) may not 
prevail in our college.
Anon.
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W hat shall
By ELIZABETH PERKINS
At the end of my first Valedictory Dinner I am left 
wondering: What was all that about?
Would you believe scholarship, graduation, ideals of 
international co-operation?
No, I ’m afraid I wouldn’t believe that.
What are you getting at then?
You don’t seriously think that that’s the best we can 
do to celebrate the end of an era, the attainment of 
specialized knowledge, vivat academia? Wasn’t the final 
impression some thing like a mixture of the Lower School 
Sports Dinner and a local R.S.L. meeting?
That’s-----
It’s not the individual person I refer to. But somehow, 
it seems, the lowest common denominator in intelligence 
and activity predominates. Here are a few masters of cere­
mony— ceremony?— and apeakers who are, on the whole, 
suppressing their true and best selves to present us all with 
something we suffer with the sfrained politeness of visitors 
watching misbehaviour in a Sub-Normal Kindergarten.
Come off it—it wasn’t that bad.
No, there were some attempts to raise the intelligence 
level, but in the atmosphere of the prevailing lowest common 
denominator (the crassest impulses of all of us ganging up), 
such attempts are still-born, or wither into an embarrassed 
silence. The thoughtful man, with some exceptions, is left 
feeling he has committed some stupidity, that he has offended 
commonsense and integrity.
Look, you don’t understand. This kind of thing is tradi­
tional. The bonhomie, the emphasis on sport, the jokes 
about sex and so on. We like it that way.
Do we? What kind of tradition is this for a University 
college? For a Sports Union it’s fine, but sport gets its 
attention at o'.her times. The battles of Europe may have 
been fought on the playing-fields of Eton—though one might 
query that too. But Eton is merely a preparatory school for 
University, and this isn’t the nineteeth century, and the 
battles of the modem world are fought with brains, not 
brawn. Most of us don’t mind a few jokes about sex, after 
all it is a pretty funny subject the way it’s treated by 
society. And they’re better than racial jokes. And bon­
homie and fellowship . . .
You’re a newcomer, you don’t understand. There’s quite 
a bit of international tolerance and consideration here. A 
few of the overseas blokes get excited, but that’s more tradi­
tion than anything.
I ’m excited and I’m a local yokel.
You’re a woman.
Sorry about that. But let me quote a man. Patrick 
White. An Australian, White, brought up on a cattle pro­
perty, jackeroo, University graduate, fought in North Africa. 
All the acceptable things. He writes:
Returning sentimentally to a country I had left in my 
youth, what had I really found? . . .  In all directions 
stretched the Great Australian Emptiness, in which the 
mind is the least of possessions, in which the rich man 
is the important man, in which the schoolmaster and the 
journalist rule what intellectual roost there is, in which 
beautiful youths and girls stare at life through blind blue 
eyes, in which human teeth fall like autumn leaves, the 
buttocks of cars grow hourly glassier, food means cake 
and steak, muscles prevail, and the march of material 
ugliness does not raise a quiver from the average nerves.
He’s a writer. They don’t count.
What does count? This valedicting should be a pretty 
significant moment in the life of a college and its graduating 
members. Why does it have to sink to this lowest common 
denominator of its collective I.Q.?
I didn’t see anyone looking fed-up. I thought everyone 
was happy, boozing on.
Yes, most of us tried to go along with it. Call it toler­
ance, call it cowardice. It’s hard to fight the lowest com­
mon denominator when you yourself are contributing to it 
and you yourself are ultimately responsible. After a while 
you get to accept it. That’s what’s wrong with most of our 
institutions.
There’s a fine college spirit in this place, that you can’t 
expect to appreciate.
College spirit? I thought we were talking about inter­
nationalism? I thought we were trying to be citizens of the 
world, and so what’s this about college spirit? Isn’t it just 
school spirit— the smallest area of allegiance suitable for 
teaching collective living and co-operation in the primary 
school? But at a tertiary level—when a good percentage 
of you are over twenty-one? You’re joking. Aren’t we sup­
posed to be expanding our vision, not narrowing it to some­
thing as local as college spirit? Esprit de corpse (if you’ll 
forgive the feeble pun) is an injection of spurious fellowship 
to galvanize an otherwise dead body. It’s only necessary 
when true individual relationships between people are not 
possible.
If all you can do is bitch on about the place, you know 
what you can do.
Fine. That’s always your last word, isn’t it L.C.D.? 
Accept me or get out. Fortunately you don’t really have a 
permanent existence, you’re something I ’ve compounded for 
the purposes of argument. You’re the saddest, loudest, 
dopiest, most puerile, unenlightened streak in all of us and 
you’re not exclusively Australian, although I guess we’ve 
done a bit more than our share in giving you growing room. 
Now, don’t you think-----
But L.C.D. had melted into the garbage can. Sanity was 
restored as everyone went back to his studies, and the 
Highest Common Denominator took over.




As with every other phase of college activity, the advent 
of women in college had a startling effect on sport. Apart 
from the impressing record they achieved during their first 
year in I.C.C. sport, never has there been such a large 
number of men willing to rally to the cause of I.H. sporting 
prowess—no one could dare suggest they were out to impress 
anybody.
On the other hand, for those who spend a great deal of 
their time arguing “ that brotherhood may prevail,”  it is 
interesting to note that there was a further segregation into 
the various sports this year. Whilst one may argue that 
this in itself is of no importance, I feel that the sporting 
field, whether it be the hockey field where everyone has to 
work in co-ordination, but still as individuals, or the river 
where everyone is supposed to be rowing as one, provides 
the perfect chance for true brotherhood, often by necessity.
This year saw a somewhat mixed bag as far as results 
went, with the girls establishing themselves as a force in 
women’s I.C.C. by winning the athletics and scoring well 
elsewhere. However, the greatly increased interest augurs 
well for coming years.
The college started the year off in a blaze of glory when 
the girls romped home second in every swimming event, 
except for a somewhat malformed fresherette who found 
it better to swim topless half-way through the race. Un­
fortunately, the men, who put up a sterling performance, 
were somewhat overcome by the women’s efforts, but 
they still had their share of the fun training at 6.00 in the 
morning.
By this stage, two other sports were well under way— 
cricket and rowing. Whilst the general trend of these two 
sports followed the tradition of I.H. sport (the game being 
an end in itself—the result being of no consequence), there 
were pleasant surprises in both. In a stupendous feat which 
severely shook the foundations of I.C.C. sport, our cricket 
team completely decimated the Emmanuel eleven—the cream 
of I.C.C. cricket, never having lost a game for the past four 
years.
Nevertheless, the rowing fraternity managed to exercise 
a little more self-control, but still astounded everyone by 
severely thrashing the Cromwell “ eight”—we even finished 
ahead of the speed-boat this year. However, the training 
sessions this year were blessed by the ethereal beauty of 
our women’s teams as they drifted up and down the river 
with the tide. It was rather heart-warming though, to see 
so many novices, thus enabling us to enter a crew in every 
event, and ensuring a future supply for the “ eight” .
However, it was at this stage that, inspired by the above 
performances, our blue ribbon women’s athletics team, in
an effort to prove their superiority over the stronger sex, 
completely annihilated the opposition to win the Athletics 
Cup. Needless to say, the men were by no means shamed 
by their effort of gaining third place after a hard battle 
with John’s and King’s. Both teams, therefore, must stand 
a good chance next year.
Meanwhile, David Lee, faced with the seemingly impos­
sible task of building up a basketball team from all novices, 
had been at work down at the courts, so that by the time 
the season came, they scored a commendable fourth. Thus 
they should surely be a formidable team in next year’s com­
petition, especially with the large number of people inter­
ested.
By the time the women came to playing basketball, no 
one was at all surprised when they turned up with a second 
place. Nevertheless, it was good fun for all, and they’ll no 
doubt miss Julia van der Bom, who, as captain, helped to 
get them on their feet.
Second term also brought us hockey, a sport upon which 
this college has thrived in the past. However, after losing 
most of last year’s team, they played brilliantly to beat 
Emmanuel, but then degenerated for a match to lose to Crom­
well, and eventually coming third. Hence there is hope that 
this will only be a temporary lull in a succession of hockey 
wins.
This then leads us to that game for men played by gen­
tlemen—Rugby. We again stuck rigidly to college tradition 
by having our 5th win in 5 years—the other 6 matches a 
year don’t count. The true rewards of the season should 
go to Mac Hamilton and Dave Rowlands who are deserving 
of this, not only for the free beer they provided, but also 
for the many hours they spent on the impossible task of 
converting about 5 bumbling idiots into a team of 15 foot­
ballers.
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SPECIALISTS IN
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT:
MODERN HAIR STYLING 
TINTING — PERMING — CUTTING
Noblesse Continental Hair Stylists
239a HAWKEN DRIVE, ST. LUCIA
Ring 711282 Ring 711282
------------------------ --  ----------------j ------------------------ --------------------------- ------------- ------- ■
MUSIC FOR PLEASURE
THE QUALITY L.P. —  Only $1.99
INSPECT THE LATEST RANGE
ST. LUCIA NEWS
NEXT TO BANK N.S.W.
» ----------------------------------------------- -------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- »
VARSITY MILK BAR  
& COFFEE LOIINGE
Proprietors: R. A. & M. E. TOWNER.









University Shopping Centre —  701267
FROCKS & SUITS, ELEGANT EVENING WEAR, STOLES,LARGE SELECTION HOSE, LINGERIE
FOR THE MAN
CHESTY BOND, JOCKEY B R IE FS, WALK SOCKS, M EN’S  SHORTS & CASUAL SH IRTS
HABERDASHERY, including ZIPS, LACE EDGING, VELVET RIBBONS 
11— — — --------------------------------------------- -------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- — — ---------------------------> -
Phone 7 3717 Phone 7 3717
W endy9s
E X P E R T  C U T T I N G  & S T Y L I N G
217C HAWKEN DRIVE, ST. LUCIA
Under Bank of N.S.W.
Phone 7 3717 Phone 7 3717
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COLLEGE SPORT (contd.)
Then of course there is football, commonly called Soccer 
which, although an unofficial I.C.C. sport this year, could 
well prove to be another I.H. catch. No doubt a bit of 
practice as a team could well perform miracles.
This pretty well leaves us with Pembo’s domain—in 
which he again smashed his way to the I.C.C. No. 1 squash 
player this year. It also seems that this year a few of his 
team mates also scored. On the other hand, after a bit of 
a late start it seems that our women's squash team, upon 
being injected with a bit of the Pembo method, came on 
brilliantly to score fourth—could be a hot tip for next year’s 
squash cup.
Tennis this year also showed some promise to start with 
when Colin How Lum defeated one of Emmanuel’s top 
players. However, he had to leave soon after and the 
remainder of the team continued the season with some 
measure of success. Our women’s team managed to make 
a name for itself with Sally Ferguson getting into the I.C.C. 
team.
Oh, by the way, there was also that sport reserved for 
the true sportsman (or woman) of college—golf. No one can 
fully appreciate the hardships this dedicated band of fanatics 
had to endure during the deadliest hours of the week—early 
Sunday morning. There are memories of perhaps the greatest 
of them all, our dearly beloved Warden; defeated by a mere 
36 points. He meant well!
Thus, considering that this year was but the moulding 
stage of a new era in International House, I.H. sport defin­
itely fulfilled a place in college life, and from this year’s 
interest, we should be able to look forward to further suc­
cesses; but always keeping in mind that sport is played 
primarily for enjoyment. Our thanks to all those coaches 
who spent innumerable hours vainly trying to instill a few 
basic principles of the various sports into the not so few 
willing sportsmen.
I.C.C. REPRESENTATIVES
Athletics: TOM SOO, LAWRENCE CHTJ, ANDY KEEFE. 
Basketball: ANNIE LEE, DAVID LEE.
Cricket: JOHN STEWART.
Football: LINDSAY JUE SUE.
Hockey: ROB BAGULEY, GEOFF CLYDE, LIEW AH CHOY. 
Squash: MIKE PEMBERTON.
Swimming: HELEN PARKINSON, HELEN UNDERWOOD.
Tennis: SALLY FERGUSON.
FULL BLUES
HELEN UNDERWOOD, MARY PARSONS 
ROBERT BAGULEY
HALF BLUES
SALLY FERGUSON, CATHY HEATH, RASMA LEE 
STEVE ATKINSON, CHRIS CLARKSON, BILL HEATLEY, 
JOHN HOGAN, ANDY GROPE, CAM KILMINSTER, PHIL 
MCGRATH, JOHN STEWART, MEL STEWART, MOHAMED 






This was supposed to be an annual report but I am not 
quite sure what to report about. The Association is formed— 
but only just.
As you can see, response from past members has been 
disappointing. I am not quite sure why; but I can suggest 
everything from: “Didn’t see the notice” to “Haven't got
round to it yet” . Well, we’ve been lucky enough to get 
copies of the magazine for this year so you’ll all get a 
second chance.
There may, however, be a more serious side to this. 
Some of you who do want to join may have other problems 
such as currency restrictions. If there is some such trouble 
let us know and we’ll see what we can do at our end.
So much for membership—now the constitution. As 
we said in the original letter, we have special problems with 
our type of association. I want to stress that we’ve tried 
to form an association but at the same time keep it as 
flexible as possible. This puts the responsibility squarely 
onto the members.
You can, once you’ve joined, do nothing more and you’ll 
get your annual magazine. But we hope we’ve provided a 
framework on which, if you want to, you can build interest­
ing local groups. We foresee though fluctuations in and 
between areas as enthusiastic groups come and go.
And while on regional groups, I ’d like to make some 
suggestions to the next Brisbane regional secretary. How 
about having an annual meal—each year we eat a different 
country’s food; or perhaps have guest speakers. Other ideas 
include arranging sporting functions against college. This 
applies especially during holidays when cricket, soccer, 
bridge, chess etc. matches would always be appreciated. We 
could have an annual event followed by a barbecue—assum­
ing the students want such a thing—but I know we used to 
look for teams to play against.
Although it’s still too early to ask people to volunteer 
for sub-branch secretaries, it is an aspect that’s very impor­
tant if we are to keep in contact. What he or she can 
accomplish will depend very much on the area and the time 
available. But a bit of effort by some of us will make all 
the difference in maintaining and making friendships and 
that’s after all what this association is all about.
Also if any of you come across odd bits of information 
about Old Internationals, do drop us a line. This applies to 
you. What are you doing?
JAMES HIRSCH.
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A LU M N I (continued) ED D IE TANG (1965) is at Garran Hall, A.N.U. (still unmar­ried), will finish his M.A. in Chinese History at the end of 
this year.
Treasurer’s R eport:
DR. RAGBIR BATHAL (1965) now a benedict, is back at 
the University of Singapore.
The International House Alumni Association opened a 
cheque account in February, 1969, with the Treasurer and 
Warden as signatories.
WONG-CHIANG KWANG (1965) is doing Pharmacy at the 
University of Singapore.
DICK WAU, looking rounder and more prosperous, is earn­
The balance at present is $100.56 from  subscriptions. No 
expenditure has been incurred so far.
ing well as an accountant.
To all old Internationals who have not joined yet, please 
consider it and send in your $10 life membership fee. I f  
you have any foreign currency problems please let us know.
ROD WILSON and his wife are still overseas. PET E R  
WILSON is with a  chartered accountant’s firm  and lives 
in that select area of Rose Bay.
JOHN BOYD, Hon. Treasurer. 
■
HASANBASRI (1965) has gone back to Indonesia to set up 
a  factory for Rheem (Australia).
TREVO R ALLINGHAM (1966), when last heard of was with 
the Crown Law Office and was still sailing.
List oí Members:
DR. JOHN TEH  (1965) is at International House (Sydney) 
finishing his Diploma of Tropical Medicine. His famous 
namesake, Dr. Ian Keys, and spouse, are now well 
established at the General Hospital at Blackall.
TREVO R A. ALLINGHAM, P.O. B ox 101, Port Moresby, Papua.
JOHN M. BOYD, Information and Extension Training Branch, 
D.P.I., William S t., Brisbane.
RAY BULLY, refreshed from  his trip overseas, is now teach­
ing and lives in S t. Lucia, and is awaiting approval of 
his M.A.
RO SS CANNING-URE (Sub-Lieut. R .N .), c/- Wardroom, 
H.M.S. Diamond, B.F.P.O. (Ship), London, U.K.
RAY HENDLE and CLIVE L EIN ST E R  have formed their 
own Hockey Group in Darwin.
IVOR C R IB B, c /- International House, 5 Rock Street, St. 
Lucia, Brisbane.
PANG K IM  HONG NUY HENG, our Cambodian, looks after 
V .I.P .’s for the Royal Cambodian Tourist Bureau.
JOHN P. EAKIN S, "W ildacre”, Moorland, N. Bridgewater, 
Som erset, U.K.
JE F F  SPEN D ER is engaged and has bought a  house at 
Herston in preparation.
JAM ES W. HIRSCH, c/- 59 Park Rd., Yeronga, Brisbane, 
Australia.
ISHAK has survived the Melbourne clim ate and is doing 
Agricultural Engineering from  I.H.
TOMIO KAWAZOE, c/- National Diet Library, Nagata-cho, 
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
DAVID WATSON is captain of the Rugby team at Ohio State 
and is finishing his Ph.D.
K IM  J .  B . PRIC E, North Isis, Childers, Qld. P E T E R  W ICKS, doing his Ph.D. at the University of N.S.W., 
has now gone to be a tutor at their I.H.
JOHN TEH  YEW  HONG, 17 Jalan  Velima, Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia. DR. BAIMAI V ISU T is now lecturing in genetics at Bang­
kok.
Y. OU, c/- We need all our mem bers. I t  is your association. 
How about joining? F E L IX  LO is now an agricultural officer at Sandakan.
•
MR. B E R T  MARTIN, our founding father, on a recent fund 
raising tour, was most touched and honoured when 
Alfred Fernandez and Kanesin journeyed by train all 
night, in order to welcome him in Malaysia.
SAUL TZIPORI (Vet.Sc. IV .), Israel, 1965 vintage, and his 
wife Eve (Ireland), expect to have a  1970 vintage Aus­
tralian.
SANDY LAWSON is still extending Agriculture from New 
B ritain  but finds tim e to visit Samoa.
MALCOLM HUNTER (1965) and Heather are now proud 
parents. Must be something about Lae.
GRAEME HOPGOOD and JOHN COONAN now at the Insti­
tute of Technology in Toowoomba.
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